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Abstract

Effective representation of Web search results remains an open problem in the Information Retrieval community. For ambiguous queries, a traditional approach is to organize search results into groups (clusters), one for each meaning of the query. These groups are usually constructed according to the topical similarity of the retrieved documents, but it is possible for documents to be totally dissimilar and still correspond to the same meaning of the query. To overcome this problem, we exploit the thematic locality of the Web—relevant Web pages are often located close to each other in the Web graph of hyperlinks. We estimate the level of relevance between each pair of retrieved pages by the length of a path between them. The path is constructed using multi-agent beam search: each agent starts with one Web page and attempts to meet as many other agents as possible with some bounded resources. We test the system on two types of queries: ambiguous English words and people names. The Web appears to be tightly connected; about 70% of the agents meet each other after only three iterations of exhaustive breadth-first search. However, when heuristics are applied, the search becomes more focused and the obtained results are substantially more accurate. Combined with a content-driven Web page clustering technique, our heuristic search system significantly improves the clustering results.

1 Introduction

Clustering of Web search results has been in the focus of the information retrieval community since the early days of the Web [Hearst and Pedersen, 1996; Zamir and Etzioni, 1998]. The reasons for clustering of search results are two-fold. The first is that the IR research community has long recognized the validity of the cluster hypothesis [van Rijsbergen, 1971] in top-ranked documents, i.e. similar documents tend to be relevant to the same requests. A second (related) reason is that the ranked list is usually too large and contains many documents that are irrelevant to the particular meaning of the query the user had in mind. Thus, it would be beneficial to group search results by various meanings of the query. Recently, successful academic [Zeng et al., 2004] and industrial (vivisimo.com) attempts have made the clustering of search results plausible for many WWW users. However, it is still not accurate enough to attract an average user. The main drawback of many Web page clustering methods is that they take into account only the topical similarity between documents in the ranked list.

Topical similarity metrics between Web pages would not help solving the clustering problem in at least two cases: (a) when there is not enough contextual information on a page: for example, within 20 first hits on a query jaguar one can find a Web site savethejaguar.com, which presents a large picture of the wild cat on the background, but does not contain enough topical words to automatically associate the page to the correct group; (b) when Web sites are contextually different but actually refer to the same meaning of the query. For instance, given a query Michel Décary, one can retrieve Web pages of at least three individuals: a computer scientist (www.zoominfo.com/MichelDecary), a lawyer (www.adamsandadams.com/cfms/Profile.cfm?P_ID=366), and a chansonnier (www.decary.com). All three studied at the University of Montréal and at McGill University in Canada. Are they three different people or actually one person?

These problems can be resolved by exploiting the thematic locality of the Web graph (the directed graph in which nodes are Web pages and edges are hyperlinks). Hypothetically, if page A hyperlinks page B, then the creator of page A intentionally raised the topic of page B in the context of page A which indicates that pages A and B are semantically close. Davison [2000] empirically justifies this hypothesis. In an average case, if two static Web pages are located in a short proximity to each other in the Web graph, then they stand in a (probably vague) semantic relation. For the two examples presented above, the site savethejaguar.com hyperlinks wcs.org, the Wildlife Conservation Society, which reveals its topic; while the pages of Michel Décary the scientist and the chansonnier point to cogilex.com, Michel’s previous enterprise, which implies that two of the three individuals are in fact the same person. Note that no language modeling method would resolve this dilemma because the two pages are strictly different (they are even written in different languages).
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Link analysis has been successfully applied to various Web mining tasks. A related task is identification of Web communities (see, e.g., Gibson et al. 1998), which are defined as heavily connected components of the Web graph. Research methods for this task are primarily graph-theoretic (graph partitioning, network flow etc.). Unfortunately, these methods are inapplicable to our task, because we cluster isolated, unconnected Web pages retrieved by an arbitrary query. The most relevant previous work is He et al. [2002], who build a Web page clustering system that exploits the hyperlink structure of the Web: they consider two Web pages to be similar if they are in parent/child or sibling relations in the Web graph. We propose a more general framework that incorporates both topical and topological closeness: Web pages belong to the same cluster if they are similar in content or close to each other in the Web graph.

To approximate the distance between two pages in the Web graph, we apply the heuristic search paradigm [Pearl, 1984]. To our knowledge, this paper is the first work that applies heuristic search (specifically, beam search) in the domain of the Web graph. Heuristics have been used for focused Web crawling (e.g. [Davidov and Markovitch, 2002]), where the goal is to collect as much useful information as possible while crawling the Web, and the heuristics estimate the amount of information available in a particular Web sub-graph. In contrast, we use heuristics to estimate the utility of expanding the current node in terms of leading to the target node.

Since the heuristic search can be computationally hard, we perform bidirectional search: we start searching from both source and target nodes and expand hyperlinked nodes until the two search frontiers meet at a common node or until the resources are depleted. In this setting, the computational complexity is no longer an issue: after only three search iterations, we can construct paths of length up to 8, which are long enough to potentially diminish any semantic relation between the starting nodes. Thus, since short searches are acceptable in our case and since the out-degree of Web pages is on average just about 8 [Kleinberg et al., 1999], even exhaustive breadth-first search methods are feasible. Moreover, modern search engines store the adjacency table of most of the Web, i.e. no Web crawling is required for the heuristic search. We use heuristics not to reduce the search time, but to improve the search accuracy. As we discuss below, the modern Web is tightly interconnected, so heuristics are used as filters to prune branches of search trees that are likely to establish undesired connections between unrelated Web pages.

To distribute the heuristic search, we build a multi-agent system: given $n$ Web pages in the ranked list, we construct a collaborative Web agents each of which is assigned one page of the initial dataset. Each agent then performs heuristic search to traverse the Web graph in order to meet as many other agents as possible. If an agent reached a dead end and cannot continue the search, it can move up in the hierarchy of Web directories which would presumably lead to a more general page that has more hyperlinks. Pages whose agents managed to meet within the given budget on resources are then placed in the same cluster. By this, we construct a set $C$ of $k \ll n$ topological clusters (we consider only $k$ largest clusters of those constructed). In parallel to that, we apply a traditional topical clustering method that assigns each document from the original ranked list into one cluster from a set $C'$ of $k' > k$ topical clusters. After that, for each cluster $c_i \in C$ we find its closest cluster $c'_j$ from $C'$: $j = \arg \max_{j'} |c_i \cap c'_j|$. Each cluster $c_i$ is then enriched with elements of $c'_j$ that do not appear in any cluster of $C$. By this, we construct larger clusters $c_i$ that contain documents that are either topologically or topically related. This technique shows excellent results both in terms of precision and recall (see Section 4).

Besides the clustering of Web search results, the proposed system can be applied to various information retrieval and Web mining tasks, such as Web appearance disambiguation [Bekkerman and McCallum, 2005], acronym disambiguation [Pakhomov et al., 2005], interactive information retrieval [Leuski and Allan, 2004], Web search with Web pages provided as queries [Dean and Henzinger, 1999], as well as for Homeland security analysis and other important problems.

In this study, we test our system on two applications: search result clustering and Web appearance disambiguation. In the latter, the goal is to identify Web appearances of particular people with potentially ambiguous names. The problem is solved given a few names of people who are known to belong to the same social network. Disambiguation of each person’s name is allowed by the presence of other names that are likely to correlate with it. We represent Web appearance disambiguation as a special case of the search result clustering task: given $m$ queries of people names, we construct one cluster of Web pages that mention the people of our interest, while disregarding pages that mention their unrelated namesakes. We generalize our multi-agent heuristic search by constructing $m \times n$ agents that search for each other in the Web.

### 2 Multi-agent heuristic search

We propose two multi-agent heuristic search algorithms for topologically clustering $n$ pages (we call them source pages). Algorithm 1 is called Sequential Heuristic Search (SHS). We start with $n$ singleton clusters of the source pages. We create a collection of $n$ Web agents each of which is assigned one source page. Each agent maintains a search frontier: a list of nodes (URLs) to be expanded (initially, the URL of its source page). At any search iteration each agent obtains URLs hyperlinked from the nodes of its search frontier. It then applies heuristics to select potentially good URLs to become its new search frontier. After that, we intersect the sets of URLs obtained by all agents. If a common URL is found for two pages, we merge the clusters they belong to. The system stops after a predefined number of iterations (usually, a small number of 2 or 3, as discussed in Section 1).

The SHS algorithm, while being simple and intuitive, suffers from one crucial drawback: there is no possibility to control the topology of the constructed clusters. In a worst case, after $l$ search iterations, if a path is found between page $A$ and $B$, as well as between pages $B$ and $C$, and between pages $C$ and $D$ (while no other links are found), then pages $A$ and $D$
will be placed in the same cluster despite that the semantic relation between them is probably weak, as their distance in the Web can be 672, which is too long even if l = 2. A method for building tightly connected clusters should be proposed.

Solving the Web appearance disambiguation problem, Bekkerman and McCallum [2005] noticed that matching hyperlinks of the source pages leads to a small but clean cluster of relevant pages (called the core cluster). We adopt this idea and propose another multi-agent heuristic search algorithm, called Incremental Heuristic Search (IHS)—see Algorithm 2. In IHS, we start with a set of core clusters generated at iteration 0 of SHS. The distributed search phase of IHS is exactly the same as of SHS, but at the result-collection phase we now select only pairs where one member belongs to a core cluster while the other does not, so we add it to the corresponding core cluster. We ignore pairs in which both members belong to different core clusters. Proceeding incrementally, we keep track of the diameter of each constructed cluster, which is now independent of the cluster’s size.

2.1 Useful heuristics

Two types of heuristics can be proposed in the Web domain: topology-driven and content-driven. Topology-driven heuristics are based on the layout of the Web graph, while content-driven heuristics are based on features extracted from the interior of Web pages. In this section we propose one topology-driven and two content-driven heuristics, all of which are fairly straightforward, but still prove to be effective when used in our framework of heuristic search in the Web graph. In our future work, we will explore other heuristics as well.

Our topology-driven heuristic is high-degree node elimination (or, in short, high-degree heuristic): after each search iteration, from the search frontiers we remove high out-degree and high in-degree URLs that often connect between semantically unrelated pages. For example, both macromedia.com and historians.org point to google.com, which does not imply that there is a tight semantic relation between Macromedia Inc. and the American Historical Association. For the graphical interpretation of the high-degree heuristic, see Figure 1(a). To detect high out-degree URLs, we simply count the number of hyperlinks at each page. To detect high in-degree URLs, we use Google’s link: operator.

A successful content-driven heuristic is the person name heuristic. Figure 1(b) illustrates the idea. An agent has a good chance to meet another agent, if it expands a page that shares a person name with a page expanded by another agent.

To extract person names from expanded Web pages, we first remove markup, and then apply NER (Wei Li’s named entity tagger, see McCallum and Li, 2003). We extract only entities tagged as PERSON and consider people names that consist of two, three or four words. We exclude people names that are too common (again, we use Google’s link: operator).

In analogy to the person name heuristic, we also propose the anchor text heuristic that matches snippets of anchor text extracted from the Web pages. We ignore too common anchor texts, such as contact us or copyright. Eiron and McCurley [2003] perform a comprehensive analysis of anchor texts and show that they usually summarize the content of the hyperlinked Web pages. Such summarization can be very useful in our case, when we attempt to predict a possible benefit of expanding pages from the search frontier. Note that in contrast to people names, anchor snippets can be easily identified by shallow parsing of the pages’ markup language.

---

2Since our search is bidirectional, after l iterations a hyperlink path of length up to 2l can be constructed.

3We do not attempt to solve the fundamental problem of inferring the correct number of clusters. Instead, we preset this number for each particular task: for Web appearance disambiguation, only one core cluster is needed, while for clustering Web search results, the number of clusters equals the number of main meanings of the query.

4In many cases, an entity tagged as a person name has millions of Google’s hits if it is a tagger error. Examples of such entities are Priceline and Mac Os.

---

Algorithm 1: Sequential Heuristic Search (SHS).

Algorithm 2: Incremental Heuristic Search (IHS).
we crawled three hops off the Jaguar source pages, retrieving (version 10.2). Table 1 presents statistics on this dataset. Categories within the 100 retrieved pages: the largest ones are obtained on the query jaguar.

We built a new dataset for the problem of clustering Web search results. We downloaded Bekkerman’s Web appearance disambiguation dataset from www.cs.umass.edu/~ronb. It consists of 1085 Web pages retrieved on 12 names of people from Melinda Gervasio’s social network (mostly, SRI engineers and university professors). The dataset is labeled according to the person’s occupation. Two of the 12 people appear to be unique in the Web, while the rest have relatively common names. Some of the names are extremely ambiguous, e.g. given a query ‘‘Tom Mitchell’’, 37 different Tom Mitchells are found within the first 100 Google hits. The dataset contains pages of 187 unique people overall, while only 12 of them are relevant (mentioned at 420 pages). For the statistics on the dataset as well as for the preprocessing procedure, see Bekkerman and McCallum [2005].

We crawled the Web starting with these 1085 pages (source pages). We retrieved all available pages hyperlinked from the source pages, as well as the pages located one level above the source pages in the hierarchy of Web directories. We continued this process until all the pages within three hops of the original dataset were retrieved. In order not to produce a priori weak connections and to still preserve a reasonable size for our dataset, we did not retrieve pages located at extremely popular domains, such as amazon.com. We also ignored pages of non-textual format. At each crawling iteration our dataset grew almost an order of magnitude: we downloaded 7009 pages at the first hop, 69,454 pages at the second hop and 592,299 pages at the third hop, resulting in 669,847 unique Web pages overall.

3.2 Jaguar dataset

We built a new dataset for the problem of clustering Web search results. We retrieved and labeled 100 first Google hits obtained on the query jaguar. We found 23 different categories within the 100 retrieved pages: the largest ones are obviously the car, the wild cat and the Mac operating system (version 10.2). Table 1 presents statistics on this dataset.

Exactly as for the Web appearance disambiguation dataset, we crawled three hops off the Jaguar source pages, retrieving 883 pages on the first hop, 8548 pages on the second hop and 56,287 pages on the third hop. At each iteration the dataset grew on average by a factor of 8, which corresponds surprisingly well to the growth of the Web appearance disambiguation dataset and to the findings of Kleinberg et al. [1999].

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Web appearance disambiguation

First, we apply both sequential and incremental search algorithms on the Web appearance disambiguation data in an exhaustive manner, i.e. without applying heuristics. Surprisingly, we discover that the dataset is heavily interconnected. After each iteration of the sequential search, the connected pages compose one large cluster of size 208, 543, 728, and 786 (72.5% of the entire dataset) respectively. Some connections are extremely weak: 10% of 66,561 hyperlink paths found at the last iteration go through www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html, a page with over 600,000 Google hits on it.

On this data, we report on precision, recall and F-measure of constructing one cluster of documents that mention relevant people. Precision/recall curves in Figure 2 show that the exhaustive sequential and incremental algorithms do quite poorly on this data, with slight advantage to the incremental approach. After four iterations, we end up with above 80% recall, but the precision is very low (under 50%). However, the performance is improved when we apply the high-degree heuristic. We set the threshold of in/out hyperlinks at 1000— all pages with more than 1000 Google hits and pages containing more than 1000 hyperlinks are filtered out. We also tried other thresholds, such as 100 and 10,000, without any significant change in the performance. Note that only short paths are effective; the precision drops at the second and third hops of the source pages. The reason for such a drop is that the high-degree heuristic is topology-driven—it ignores the content of the pages, which introduces a lot of noise while moving far away from the source pages.

The person name heuristic turned out to be more effective. We notice that since we perform short searches (up to three hops from the source pages), there is no need in narrowing the search beam with the heuristic. Moreover, such narrowing may hurt the recall of our system. Instead, we apply the heuristic as a filtering method: at each iteration
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Precision} &= \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} |\text{Corr}_i|}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} |\text{CC}_i|}, \\
\text{Recall} &= \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} |\text{Corr}_i|}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} |\text{Cl}_i|}.
\end{align*}
\]

On the Jaguar dataset, the sequential exhaustive search fails: after three iterations, 70 of the 100 pages are all connected together. However, the incremental algorithm shows better results (see Figure 3): at the first iteration it obtains 82.4% precision but then the precision drops. When applying the high-degree heuristic (with the threshold at 10000 hyperlinks), the result is even better, especially after the first iteration (93.3% precision). We use the three clusters constructed at this iteration as the core clusters (instead of using the core clusters constructed at the previous iteration—this design choice leads to a higher recall), and add the anchor text heuristic (which improves the precision). The resulting system demonstrates good performance, while the F-measure is consistently improved from 56% to 59% and then to 62% at the third hop from the source pages. This is the only result we could obtain that shows usefulness of expanding pages at the third hop.

When comparing the heuristic search method with topical clustering, we observe exactly the same trend as for the Web appearance disambiguation task (see Table 2). The best performance (77.1% F-measure) is obtained by the combination of the two methods after the first heuristic search iteration, which is a strong result for an unsupervised method on a multi-class task.

### 4.2 Clustering of Web Search Results

In contrast to Web appearance disambiguation, the problem of clustering Web search results is not a one-class problem. We evaluate our system on \( k \) largest classes of the data. For our Jaguar dataset we chose \( k = 3 \), so we build three clusters (of cars, Mac OS, and wild cats). Let \( \text{CC}_i \) be one of these clusters and \( \text{Cl}_i \) be its corresponding class. Let \( \text{Corr}_i \) be a set of pages from \( \text{Cl}_i \) that have been correctly assigned into \( \text{CC}_i \) by our system. Then the micro-averaged precision and recall of the system are:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} |\text{Corr}_i|}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} |\text{CC}_i|}, \\
\text{Recall} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} |\text{Corr}_i|}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} |\text{Cl}_i|}.
\]

### Table 2: Results of Topical Clustering (A/CDC), Topological Clustering (IHS) and Their Hybrid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topical (A/CDC)</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHS (iteration 1)</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>56.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid (iteration 1)</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHS (iteration 2)</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>47.1%</td>
<td>58.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid (iteration 2)</td>
<td>72.7%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Conclusion and future work

To our knowledge, this paper is the first study of heuristic search in the Web graph. The proposed framework is highly promising: various information retrieval and Web mining tasks can be tackled in this framework. The main contribution of this paper is thus in making the heuristic search viable in the vast domain of the WWW and applicable to clustering of Web search results and to Web appearance disambiguation.

We show that the Web is highly interconnected: heuristics are used not to seek hyperlink paths but rather to prune many irrelevant ones. Despite that we obtain good results with our heuristic search method, it is still inferior to a state-of-the-art machine learning topical clustering technique. However, the two methods find different types of connections between Web pages. We empirically prove that the highest benefit is in combination of topological and topical clustering methods that demonstrates commercially acceptable performance.

Clustering Web pages using heuristic search in the Web graph might be considered burdensome but it actually is not. Modern search engines store link structure of a large part of the Web, so neither retrieval nor parsing of Web pages should be performed in real time. Since bidirectional search for hyperlink paths between clustered pages is applied, only one or two (maximum three) search iterations are usually enough to construct meaningful clusters. The process is fully distributed so the map-reduce paradigm [Dean and Ghemawat, 2004] can be employed. While the person name heuristic can be difficult to compute, the other two heuristics proposed (high-degree and anchor text) are straightforwardly applicable.

The framework of heuristic search in the Web graph poses a wide variety of interesting research problems. How to adapt heuristic search to various real-world tasks? Which heuristics are the best for these tasks? Could heuristics estimate the distance between two nodes in the Web graph? Which search control strategies should be played by multiple agents while exploring the Web graph? Our results open up a range of theoretical and practical opportunities yet to be addressed.
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